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1. INTRODUCTION 
C. G. Latimer and C. C. MacDuffee defined in [8] a bijective correspon- 
dence between similarity classes of nonsingular rational integral n x n 
matrices having a common separable characteristic polynomialf(x) and the 
classes of faithful ideals in the ring Z[x]/f(x) Z[x], Z the ring of rational 
integers. Several authors have used this simple duality with the ideas 
indigenous to one theory to obtain valuable consequences in the other (see 
[14] and [15] f or a survey), thereby motivating further analysis of the 
correspondence (as in [ 1, 2, 4, 17 and 181). Nevertheless, the theory has 
generally been catagorized as a subset of module theory of orders in 
semisimple algebras following Zassenhaus’s proof of Jordan’s theorem on the 
finiteness of such similarity classes (see [ 7, 14 and 21 I). The purpose of this 
note is to replace the semisimple assumption present in these previous studies 
with the weaker condition that the modules considered become trivial under 
a suitable extension of the base ring. The ease in which matrix and ideal 
theory are transferable under the Latimer-MacDuffee duality prompted our 
adherence to their approach, when possible, in this development over 
arbitrary commutative rings. 
We review prior matrix/ideal correspondences in Section 2 preliminary to 
the general framework in Section 3. There an n x II matrix class is replaced 
by the isomorphism class of a rank n projective R module M which is also a 
faithful module over a rank n projective R algebra A. The ideal theory is 
obtained by extending the base ring R of scalars to a commutative ring S for 
which M becomes trivial (S @ll MN S OR A as S OR A modules), and M is 
then identified with a fractional A ideal in S OR A. In the classical case, S is 
the field of quotients of a domain R. Theorem 1 reduces to the Latimer-Mac- 
Duffee duality in the latter case. Theorem 2 shows that the theory is equally 
adaptable to any commutative rank IZ projective R algebra A which is 
isomorphic to its dual over a suitable extension of R. As an application, we 
show that a nonderogatory matrix is similar to the companion matrix of its 
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characteristic polynomial over any flat LG extension of R having no finitely 
generated faithful ideal I # R. 
The local conditions for an A module to become trivial under an extension 
of the scalars are studied in Section 4. Theorem 3 shows that two finitely 
presented A modules M, N are locally isomorphic if and only if they are 
isomorphic over R(x). Consequently, locally trivial A modules are trivial 
over some faithfully flat extension of the scalars. Faithfully flat is replaced 
by flat in Corollary 3.2 and the ring of quotients Q(R[x]) is seen to be 
likewise universal in the sense that two finitely presented A modules which 
are isomorphic over some flat extension of R are already isomorphic over 
Q(R [xl>- 
Taussky’s dual correspondence is given in Section 5, and the article 
concludes with a presentation of her matrix interpretation of the 
Latimer-MacDuffee theory. 
2. CORRESPONDENCES REVISITED 
Let R = Z[x]/f(x) Z[x] = Z[e], f(x) manic of degree n in Z[x] and 
6 = x +f(x) Z[x]. Then each faithful ideal I in R (ann, I = 0) has a Z basis 
Sl,..., s,. The similarity class (the orbit defined by GL,(Z) acting on the 
integral matrices Z, by conjugation) corresponding to the ideal class of I 
under the Latimer-MacDuffee correspondence contains the matrix T defined 
by the equation 
0 1 ,**-, s,J = (s ,,..., s,)T. (1) 
0. Taussky observed, in [18], that the inverse map was more intrinsic to 
matrix theory (she assumed, however, that f(x) is irreducible thus avoiding 
certain technical difficulties). Thus 13 is a fixed complex root off(x) and the 
similarity class of an integral matrix T having characteristic polynomialf(x) 
corresponds to the ideal class containing the ideal in Z[e] generated by the 
entries of an eigenvector over Z[c9] for T with respect to the eigenvalue 0. 
Let, for example, f(x) =x2 + 10. Then Z[m] has two ideal classes, 
the principal class represented by Z + mZ and the ambiguous class 
represented by 22 + WZ which correspond under the Latimer-Mac- 
Duffee duality to the class containing the companion matrix (y -I,“) and the 
class containing (t -5 & respectively. Since T = (;i -:) has the eigenvector 
(11, 1 + m), T gives the class containing the ideal generated by 11, 
1 + \/-lo. The latter being generated by 1 + &i6 implies that T is similar 
over Z to the companion matrix off(x). 
E. A. Bender’s translation of Taussky’s approach parallels Zassenhaus’s 
interpretation [ 11. The matrix T defines the representation @=(a0 + a,@ + 
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a-* +a,-,B”-‘)=a,+a,T+ . . . + a,-, T”-‘. Z is replaced by a domain D 
with quotient field F and Z[e] by a domain A in a finite separable extension 
field of F. The representations of A over D are then in bijective correspon- 
dence with the classes of ideals in A having a free basis over D. 
A. Buccino’s presentation over arbitrary integral domains is closely 
analogous to the Latimer-MacDuffee development over Z [2]. However, he 
replaces the semisimple assumption of Latimer-MacDuffee (J(x) has distinct 
roots) with the weaker condition that the minimal and characteristic 
polynomial coincide, thus the matrices considered are similar to the 
companion matrix C, forf(x) over the quotient field. An intermediate step in 
Buccino’s transition from matrix classes to ideal classes is the well-known 
duality between similarity classes of matrix roots of f(x) in R, and the 
isomorphism classes of R [B] = R [xl/f(x) R [x] modules which are free n- 
dimensional R modules (class T tf class R”(T) where R”(T) is the R module 
R” viewed as an R [0] module with multiplication induced by 
(r 1 ,*-*, r,) 0 = (r, ,..., r,)T). His assumption that T is cyclic over the quotient 
field of R is used to identify R”(T) with an ideal in R[8]. Buccino’s obser- 
vations are fundamental to our framework below. 
3. GENERAL SET-UP 
An arbitrary commutative ring R with identity replaces the ring Z. All 
other rings considered are assumed to be R algebras with identity and all 
modules herein are unitary. We fix one such algebra A and assume in this 
section that A is a projective rank n R module; i.e., A is projective, locally 
free n dimensional (hence finitely generated [20]). A replaces the ring Z[e]. 
Now consider the category &IA = ,&A = .Modi of faithful right A modules 
which are projective rank IZ R modules (the replacement for the modules 
Z”(T)). For each commutative ring S, let AA(S) denote the subcategory of 
modules ME -aFj, such that S OR M = S OR A as S OR A modules. The ideal 
theory analogous to that of Latimer-MacDuffee is obtained by considering 
full fractional A ideals in S OR A-those right A modules I in S 0, A such 
that I(S OR A) = S OR A. Let IA(S) denote the set of full fractional A ideals 
in S OR A which are also projective rank II R modules. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) IA(S) c JY~(S), 
(ii) -4(S) czu&(Sr) for S’ a commutative S algebra, 
(iii) S OR: ,,+$ -+ ds Ona ij’S is a flat R module, and 
(iv) I, J E I,(S) are isomorphic as A modules if and only if uI = J for 
some unit u E S OR A. 
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Prooj (i) For each R module Zc S OR A there is an S OR A 
homomorphism f: S OR Z + S OR A induced by f(s @ i) = i(s @ 1). If 
Z(S OR A) = S OR A, f is an epimorphism. If Z and A are rank n projective R 
modules then S OR Z, S OR A are rank II projective S modules and f is an 
isomorphism. 
(ii) follows from associativity of tensors. Note for (iii) that a right A 
module M is faithful if and only if the representation A + Hom,(M, M) given 
by scalar multiplication on M is injective. Since S is flat, ME ,,e implies 
that S OR A + S OR Hom,(M, M) is injective. Finally, M finitely generated 
over R implies S OR Hom,(M, M) -+ Hom,(S OR M, S OR M) is injective. 
Consequently, S OR M is a faithful S OR A module and is projective having 
rank n as an S module. 
(iv) Let $: I+ .Z be an A isomorphism. Then i, @ $ defines an S 0, A 
isomorphism from S OR Z onto S OR J. Now apply (i) and observe that any 
S OR A endomorphism of S OR A is given by multiplication by some element 
from S OR A. 
The Latimer-MacDuffee correspondence is on classes of matrices and 
ideals, hence let Cls HA, Cls .,4$((s) and Cls Z,(S) denote the A isomorphism 
classes of modules in L{4, ..H4(S) and Z,4(S)r respectively, while cls M denotes 
the isomorphism class of a module M. 
Note for the specializations A = Z[I~], S = Q the rationals, and 
M = Z”(T) that M EJ~,,l(Q~q uivalently, Q Oz Z”(T) N Q Oz Z[r9] N 
Q[B]--if and only if T is cyclic. But M faithful implies that the minimal and 
characteristic polynomial coincide so T is cyclic over Q. Consequently, 
J’&,, =Jzrel(Q), and Buccino’s variant of the Latimer-MacDuffee duality 
is but the equalities Cls -4&,l = ClsJ’z,,,(Q) = Cls Zzre,(Q). In general 
THEOREM 1 (Latimer-MacDuffee). Cls ~ HA(S) = Cls Z,4(S) when R c S. 
Proof. Cls IA(S) c Cls AA(S) by Proposition l(i). If cls M is in MA(S), 
S OR MN S OR A by some S OR A module isomorphism $. Since M is flat 
as an R module, the canonical map i: M -+ S OR M is injective. Hence, 
M = $ . i(M) = Z as A modules, and Z(S OR A) = $(i(M)(S OR A)) = 
#(S OR M) = S OR A. Thus, Z E Z.,(S) and cls Z = cls M. 
The full Latimer-MacDuffee correspondence is obtained whenever S, A 
satisfy Cls- HA(S) = C~S~&~. Theorem 2 below exhibits a class of rings for 
which this is the case. An LG ring is any commutative ring S with identtity 
having the property that whenever a polynomial in several variables over S 
represents a unit in each localization of S at a prime ideal then it represents 
a unit in S (e.g., semilocal rings, rings Von Neumann modulo their radical 
and the ring of all algebraic integers 151). Let S denote a flat LG R algebra. 
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THEOREM 2. If A is commutative and S has no proper finitely generated 
faithful ideals then MA = -MA(S) if and only if Hom,(A, R) E J*(S). 
ProoJ Note that A finitely generated and projective implies 
Hom,(A, R) OR TY Hom,(T@, A, T) for any commutative R algebra T. 
We can assume therefore that R = S by Proposition l(iii), in which case 
A, M are free R modules [5, Theorem 2.61. It suffices to show that 
R, OR M = R, OR A for each maximal ideal m in R [5, Theorem 2.6). Since 
R, OR M is a faithful R, OR A module, we need only show that it is cyclic. 
Nakayama’s lemma permits the reduction to the case R is a field provided 
M/Mm is a faithful AImA module. Assume the contrary and let a E A - mA 
satisfy Ma c Mm. Since A is free, we can replace a by an element in 
aR + mA which is a basis element (nontorsion suffices). Since M is finitely 
generated, there is a finitely generated ideal m’ c m such that Ma c Mm’. 
Pick 0 # r E R so that m’r = 0. Then M(ar) = 0, a contradiction. 
Assume now that R is a field. Then Hom,(A, R) N A implies that A is 
quasi-Frobenius [ 13, p. 1321. Since A is Artinian, A is a direct sum of local 
rings and we can reduce to the case A is local. Now A has a unique minimal 
ideal Z # 0 [13, Theorem 4.381. Thus M is not a torsion module, for 
otherwise MI = 0. Pick a nontorsion element ,u E M. Since A -@ and 
dim,M=dim,A,M=pA. 
The assumptions on S in Theorem 2 are satisfied when S is the field of 
quotients of an integral domain R. Even if R is not a domain, its classical 
ring of quotients, S = Q(R), sometimes suffices, as is the case when R has 
ACC on annihilator ideals. Q(R) is then semilocal with no proper finitely 
generated faithful ideals (see [9, p. 113, ex. 51). Should Q(R) fail to satisfy 
the hypothesis in Theorem 2, we enlarge it slightly. 
COROLLARY 1. If A is commutative and Hom,(A, R) N A as A modules 
then MA =MA(S) with S = Q(R [a-]), x an indeterminate over R. 
Proof: Clearly S is flat over R. The arguments that S is an LG ring and 
that S has no proper finitely generated faithful ideals are similar and we give 
only the first. Let f(xl ,..., x,) be a polynomial over S which locally 
represents units. We may assume f to have coefficients in R[x], and these 
coefficients are necessarily coprime in Q(R [xl). Set xi = xfi with ti selected 
so that the coefficients of f(x’I,..., x’~) = f (x) have no annihilator. Then f (x) 
is a unit in S. I 
We take A to be a simple extension of R for applications to similarity 
classes of matrices; i.e., R is a subring of A and A = R [e] for some 8 EA. 
Note that the underlying assumption that A is a projective rank n R module 
in this section implies that A has 1, o,..., IV’ as a basis over R (localize and 
apply Nakayama’s lemma). 
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COROLLARY 2. If A is a simple extension of R and S is as in Theorem 2 
then A’ =&(S). 
Proof. Hom,(A, R) N R”(C$ where C, is the companion matrix for the 
minimal polynomialf(x) for 13 and t denotes transpose. Since C, and C) are 
similar, R”(C;) N R”(C,) z A. 
A matrix T E R n is said to be nonderogatory if the kernel of R [x] + R [T] 
defined by evaluation at x = T is generated by &(x), the characteristic 
polynomial for T, i.e.,fT(x) is the minimal polynomial for T. Note that T is 
nonderogatory if and only if R”(T) is a faithful R [x]/~~(x) R [x] module. 
COROLLARY 3. A nonderogatory matrix T E R, is similar to the 
companion matrix for f,(x) over any S satisfving the conditions in 
Theorem 2 (S = Q(R [xl) in particular). 
The following example shows that Hom,(A, R) need never be in J”(S). 
Let R = Q, A = Q[x,y]/(x,y)‘, Q the rationals. Then S @,A = A’ = 
S[x, y]/(x, y)” has the projections 1, X, 7 as a basis over S. Moreover, 
Hom,(A, R) OR S = Homs(A’, S). Let E, denote the representation defined 
by (1, Is, y)a = (1, X, J)E,, a E A’. Then HomJA’, S) N A’ as A’ modules is 
equivalent to the existence of a U E GL,(S) such that UE,U-’ = Ef, for all 
- - 
a E A’. An easy check with a =x, y shows that no such U exists. 
4. UNIVERSAL OVERRINGS 
The previous example shows that M E JF~ (S) for some S may fail even in 
the case R is a local ring. In fact, as seen below, equivalence of modules 
under ring extensions is essentially a local property. We can therefore 
recover ME AA(S) for some S by assuming the necessary local conditions 
(see Corollary 7). 
In this section A denotes a locaily jkite R algebra (any finite subset of A 
is contained in a module finite subalgebra). Note that Horn,@& M) is locally 
finite when M is a finitely generated A module [5, Lemma 2.11. S will denote 
a commutative R algebra. 
PROPOSITION 2. If M, N are finitely generated A modules with M 
projective and R is local with maximal ideal m then mS # S implies that N 
is a homomorphic image of M whenever S @R N is a homomorphic image of 
S&M. 
Proof: M projective implies that any epimorphism from M/Mm to N/Nm 
lifts to a homomorphism from M to N which, by Nakayama’s lemma, is 
onto. We may assume therefore that R is a field and S # 0 (since 
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mS # S). Since M, N are finitely generated, we can reduce to the case A is 
finite dimensional. We can also assume that A is semisimple by Nakayama’s 
lemma. Finally, the proof reduces to the case A is simple. Since each A 
module C can be expressed uniquely as t copies of a simple A module E 
where t dim,E = dim, C, N is a homomorphic image of M if and only if 
dim, M > dim, N. But dim, M = dim, S OR M > dim, S OR N = dim, N. 1 
Let pA(N) denote the minimal number of generators of N as an A module 
when N is finitely generated and illA = co otherwise. 
COROLLARY 4. If R is local with maximal ideal m and mS # S then 
PAN) =~s~,/,(s OR Wf or each finitely generated A module N. 
Proof Take M = A’ with t =pSORA(S OR N). 
LEMMA 1. If M is a finitely generated A module and 4 E Horn, (M, M) 
is onto then 4 is an isomorphism. 
Proof Since M is finitely generated, the proof reduces to the case A is 
module finite. Then M is finitely generated over R and the result is in 
[19]. I 
The genus, gen M, of an A module M is the class of A modules N such 
that M, N N, for each maximal ideal m in R. 
THEOREM 3. (i) If M is a finitely presented A module and S is a 
faithfully flat R algebra then NE gen M if and only if S OR NE gen 
S&M. 
(ii) Assume mS # S for all ideals m in R, a + 1 0 a is an injective 
map from A to S OR A and M, N are finitely generated A modules with MA 
projective. Then NE gen M if and only if S OR NE gen S OR M. 
Proof By associativity of tensors, NE gen M implies S OR NE gen 
S OR M. We can assume for the converse that R is local with maximal ideal 
m. We seek an epimorphism o: M + N. Such a u exists in case (ii) by 
Proposition 2. Set A’ = Hom,(M, M), N’ = Hom,(M, N) and observe that 
S OR A’ N Horn, OnA(S OR M, S OR M) and S OR N’ N Horn, OnA(S OR M, 
S OR N). Thus S OR N’ is cyclic as an S OR A’ module generated by an 
isomorphism $ between S OR M and S OR N. Now S faithfully flat implies 
mS # S and N’ is finitely generated as an A’ module. By Corollary 4, N’ is 
therefore cyclic as an A’ module. Let o: M-N be a generator. Then 1 0 c 
generates S OR N’ over S OR A’. Consequently, 1 @u divides 4, and it 
follows that 1 @ u is into. Thus, in both cases 1 @ 0 is an isomorphism by 
Lemma 1. If S is faithfully flat then u is an isomorphism. In case (ii), 
A + S OR A injective and MA projective imply that M-+ S OR A4 is 
injective. Hence u is injective. 1 
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Let R(x) denote the localization of the polynomial ring R [x] at the set of 
polynomials whose coefficients generate R as an ideal (primitive). Note that 
R(x) is a faithfully flat LG ring extension of R. 
COROLLARY 5. With the hypothesis in Theorem 3, NE gen M if and 
only tf S OR ME S OR N for any S which is a faithfullv flat LG R algebra 
(R(x) in particular). 
Proof The genus and isomorphism class for M are equal for locally 
finite algebras over LG rings [5, Theorem 2.61. 
COROLLARY 6. Let M, N beJinitely generated A modules with Mfinitely 
presented. The following are equivalent: 
(i) N, N M, for each p in the set P of prime ideals in R which do not 
contain any Jinitely generated faithful ideal, 
(ii) S OR NE S OR M for any R algebra S which is an LG ring such 
that IS = S for each finitely generated faithful ideal I in R, 
(iii) Q(R [xl) @R N = S OR M, and 
(iv) S OR N = S OR M for some commutative flat overring S of R. 
Proof Since the class and genus coincide for such modules and algebras 
over an LG ring [5, Theorem 2.61, we have only to show that S OR NE gen 
S OR M for the implication (i) + (ii). Let m be a maximal ideal in S and set 
p= {r E R: r. 1 E m). Then p is a prime ideal in R and pS # S. Hence, 
p E P. Since S, is an R, algebra and N, N M,, the implication follows from 
associativity of tensors. 
The implications (ii) =F (iii) and (iii) * (iv) are straightforward 
computations. The final implication is a consequence of the Theorem if 
pS # S for primes containing no finitely generated faithful ideals, for then S, 
is a faithfully flat extension of R,. But pS = S gives a nonzero element in R 
which annihilates 1, contradicting S an overring of R. 
COROLLARY 7. Let A be a rank n projective R algebra. Then 
flA =-J&((S) for some commutative overring S of R tf and on& tf 
,-HA =.HA(Rp) for all p E P. 
Proof: Apply Theorem 3(ii) with M = A and Corollary 6(i) 3 (iv). 
Remarks. If R has ACC on annihilator ideals then S = Q(R) satisfies the 
hypothesis on S in Corollary 6(ii). 
Theorem 3 and its Corollaries apply to such previously considered cases 
as 
(i) R a field, S any overring (Noether-Deuring [3]), 
(ii) S = R(x), Q(R Ix]) (Estes and Guralnick [5]), 
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(iii) R the ring of integers in a number field and S the ring of all 
algebraic integers (Guralnick [6]), 
(iv) R a valuation ring, S an extension (Reiner and Zassenhaus [ 111). 
and 
(v) R semilocal, S faithful projective (Roggenkamp [ 121). 
5. DUAL CORRESPONDENCES 
0. Taussky, in [ 181, proved that the transpose, Tt, corresponds to the 
inverse of the ideal class associated with the matrix T under the 
Latimer-MacDuffee duality. The module theoretic interpretation of her result 
is Z”(F) N Hom,(Z”(T), Z) P Hom,,,I(Z”(T), Z[0]) since the inverse of an 
ideal is isomorphic to its dual. Taussky’s theorem can therefore be 
considered as the property that the Z dual and the Z[B] dual of the module 
Z”(T) are isomorphic as Z[e] modules. The latter property need not hold 
when the ambient ring Z is replaced by an arbitrary commutative ring R and 
Z[O] by an arbitrary R algebra A ; in fact, a necessary condition is that 
Hom,(A,R)-Hom,(A,A)eA as left A modules (see [13,p. 171 for the A 
module structures on Horn, (M, N)). 
THEOREM 4 (Taussky). If Hom,(A, R) -A as A bimodules then 
Hom,(M, R) and Hom,(M, A) are isomorphic as left A modules for each 
right A module M. 
Proof. The result is a special case of the Horn, @ identity 
Hom,(C a,, D, E) N Hom,(C, Hom,(D, E)) [ 10, Theorem 4, p. 1651. 
COROLLARY 8. If A is the ring of algebraic integers in a numberfield F 
modules M if and only if the then Horn&V, Z) N Hom,(M, A) for all A 
dSfferent of F over Q is a principal ideal. 
Prooj The different, D,, is defined by 0;’ = {fE F: trace,,c(fx) E Z 
for all x E A}. Evidently, DF1 ‘Y Hom,(A, Z ) as A modules. 
EXAMPLE. Let F be a number field with ring of integers A and set 
F = Q(8) with 0 EA. Let T denote the representation of 0 on some fixed 
basis for A. Now Hom,(A, Z) N A if and only if there is a unimodular 
similarity taking T to T’(A N Hom,(A, Z) as A modules if and only if the 
two are isomorphic as Z[8] modules). 
The different of F = Q(fi, fi) over Q is not principal, and 
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e=fl+@ with the basis 1, fl, fl, ($26 + -)/2 for A 
gives the matrix 
T= 
1 0 0 13 
1 1 1 -3 
0 2 -2 1 
which is not similar to its transpose over 2. 
6. EIGENMODULES 
Taussky’s correspondence (the inverse of the Latimer-MacDuffee map) 
exhibits the ideal class/matrix class duality from the matrix viewpoint: the 
class of an integral matrix T with eigenvalue 8 corresponds to the ideal class 
containing the ideal generated by the coordinates of an eigenvector for T 
with respect to 8. In her context, any two eigenvectors are multiples of each 
other and the map is well defined, but more consideration is required in a 
general framework. First, we define the eigenmodule E(M) for a right A 
module M. M determines a representation 4: A + Hom,(M, M), and the idea 
is to extend the scalars to A and consider the elements v E A OR M satisfying 
uu = (iA 0 4)(v) as the eigenvectors, however, it is the transpose Q)’ rather 
than 4 that is consistent with transition of scalars across the tensor and 
consequently we use the dual Hom,(M, R) rather than M. (Compare with 
Estes [4]. In Taussky’s setup, the module is ignored and one can consider 
either the action on row vectors or the dual action on columns.) Set 
E(M)= {CJ;:oaiEHom,(M,R)O,A:CU~Oai=CfiOaia 
for all a E A }. 
Note that E(M) is an A bimodule under the left structure obtained by 
viewing Hom,(M, R) as a left A module. Assume now that M is a finitely 
generated projective R module. Then Hom,(M, R) OR A is isomorphic to 
Hom,(M, A) (f0 a(m) = f(m)a), and the image of E(M) under this 
isomorphism is Hom,(M, A). The result [4, Corollary 41 can now be 
extended to 
THEOREM 5. If M is a finitely generated projective R module and a right 
A module then the eigenmodule E(M) is isomorphic to Hom,(M, A) as left A 
modules. 
Now assume that it4 E AA(S) and that S is a flat R algebra. Then 
607/54/S6 
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E(M) OR S N Horn sOna(S OR M, S OR A) = S OR A. Let the “eigenvector” 
w  = JJ h @ a; generate E(M) OR S as an S OR A module,fi E Horn&V, R), 
a; E S OR A (identify (Hom,(M, R) OR A) OR S with Hom,(M, R) OR 
(S @,A)). Taussky’s correspondence is the A monomorphism 
t: M+ 5’ OR A defined by t(m) = Cfi(m) Ul. In her case, M is a free R 
module and the fps can be selected as a basis for Hom,(M, R), in which case 
the fractional A ideal r(M) is generated as an R module by the “coordinates” 
ai ,..., aA of the eigenvector W. 
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